
Information on Probability

Name: 

Probability refers to the likelihood of an event occurring. For example, you can calculate the probability of winning a raffle

prize at school. To calculate probability, we can use the formula:
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Number of Desired Outcomes

Number of Possible Outcomes
= Probability

Number of Desired Outcomes: What you want to happen. For example, you want to win a prize from the school raffle.

Number of Possible Outcomes: All of the different things that could happen. For example, you might win a prize from the

raffle, but you might not.

We can write probability as a fraction or a percent. When we write it as a percent, we use the following formula:

Number of Desired Outcomes

Number of Possible Outcomes
x 100 =

Percent chance / Probability

of an event happening

Example: What is the probability of rolling a four on a six-sided dice?

1

6

1 (There is only one number 4 on a dice)

6 (There are 6 possible numbers a dice can roll)

Number of Desired Outcomes:

Number of Possible Outcomes:

x 100 = 16.6

There is a 16.7 % chance that you will roll a four on a six-sided dice.



Steps to Design a Game

Name: 

Step 1: Read Background Information
A new game show called “Technology Mania” will be filmed in a few months. You have been hired as a game designer to create a new game that

contestants will play.
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How the Game Works:
A contestant will fly a drone to a landing pad 10 feet away. There will be a choice of landing pads that the drone can land on. Some of the

landing pads will have a prize written on the back of them and other won’t have a prize. Contestants will try to land their drone on a landing

pad with the largest prize!

Step 2: Design Game

Decide how many possible landing pads will be in your game. You must choose a number between 6 and 15.

Number of landing pads my game will have: _______________

Decide how many of your landing pads will have the grand prize on them. You must choose either 1 or 2 pads to have a grand prize.

Number of landing pads that will have the grand prize: _______________

The grand prize will be: _____________________________________________

You will decide how many landing pads will be in your game. Then, you will decide how many pads will have grand prizes and small prizes on

them. Then, you will calculate the probability that someone will win a prize when he or she flies their drone to a landing pad!
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Decide how many of your landing pads will have a small prize on them. You may choose as many pads as you want to have a small prize on

them. However, you must have at least 3 pads that have no prize on them.

Number of landing pads that will have the small prize: _______________

List what the small prizes will be: _____________________________________________________________________

Number of landing pads that will have no prize: _______________

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Determine Probability of Winning Game
You will determine the probability that someone will win a prize when he or she plays the game. Answer the questions below. Show your work for

each problem.

 

What is the probability that someone playing your game will win the grand prize?

 

 

 

 

What is the probability that someone playing your game will win a small prize?

 

 

 

 

What is the probability that someone playing your game will win no prize?

 

 

 

 

What is the probability that someone playing your game will win any prize (either grand or small)?
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Step 4: Build a Model

Requirements for drone:

Smaller than the size of a shoe box

Built with at least 3 different materials

Has propellers so it can fly

Requirements for landing pads:

Must be large enough for your drone to land on

Must be colorful enough to be seen from far away

Must have what the contestant wins written on the back (e.g., your prize choices from step 2 or no prize)

You will build a model of your drone and landing pads.

 



Analyzing Probability

Name: 

What is the probability that you will win the grand prize?

What is the probability that you will win a small prize?

What is the probability that you won’t win a prize?

What is the probability that you will win any prize (either grand or small)?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer the questions below to calculate the probability of winning another classmate's game. Show your

work for each question.
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Ask your partner the details about their game and record them in the box.


